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RABBIT HOLE Kicks Off #2DREAMINSIDE CAMPAIGN
With TALES OF THE COCKTAIL FOUNDATION
PARIS - LOUISVILLE, 23.04.2020, 21:25 Time
USPA NEWS - Rabbit Hole and Tales of the Cocktail Foundation just announced a long-term partnership developed to provide
immediate financial relief to the bar industry and support the 501c3 nonprofit's mission of leaving a long-lasting impact on the
communities it touches. The donation marks the beginning of a campaign created by Rabbit Hole called #2DreamInside, an
initiative inspired by Kaveh Zamanian who pursued a personal dream, stepping away from a successful career as a
psychologist to start his own spirits company.
Rabbit Hole and Tales of the Cocktail Foundation just announced a long-term partnership developed to provide immediate
financial relief to the bar industry and support the 501c3 nonprofit's mission of leaving a long-lasting impact on the
communities it touches. The donation marks the beginning of a campaign created by Rabbit Hole called #2DreamInside, an
initiative inspired by Kaveh Zamanian who pursued a personal dream, stepping away from a successful career as a
psychologist to start his own spirits company.
#2DreamInside encourages cocktail professionals and enthusiasts alike to pause during these turbulent times, reflect on how
their lives can look in better days ahead and help others in the process.
Rabbit Hole is kick starting #2DreamInside with a $50,000 donation for direct COVID-19 financial relief to the bar industry in
partnership with Tales of the Cocktail Foundation, to benefit bartenders in the Tales of the Cocktail network. Rabbit Hole will
also contribute an additional $2 for every social media post that shares the #2DreamInside hashtag, committing up to an
additional $150,000 to support the bar industry through Foundation initiatives.
Kaveh Zamanian, Rabbit Hole's CEO, founder and whiskey maker said, "Rabbit Hole started as a dream, the craziest thing I've
ever done, but now, I'm doing what I love and every day I hope to inspire others to do the same. Ironically crisis forces clarity
and with COVID there is an opportunity to help others look inside to find their dream. So, we've partnered with the Tales of the
Cocktail Foundation to launch the #2dreaminside campaign. We hope that this campaign encourages folks to take time, look
inside, share their dreams and pursue their true calling."
Proceeds from the #2dreaminside campaign will be used to help underwrite Tales of the Cocktail Foundation health and
wellness initiatives such as Full Hands In / Full Hands Out, a weekly webinar series bringing leaders in the drinks industry
together to discuss tough topics affecting our community and Beyond the Bar which launched in 2017 to support, and
empower action to improve health and wellbeing within the global drinks industry.
"We are honored to partner with Kaveh and the Rabbit Hole team to provide meaningful COVID-19 relief efforts to bartenders
in our network during these challenging times," said Caroline Rosen, President of Tales of the Cocktail Foundation. "We are
immensely grateful to establish a long-term partnership that will allow us to keep our bar industry connected while furthering
our mission to Educate, Advance and Support this global community."
Through the #2DreamInside campaign, Rabbit Hole and Tales of the Cocktail Foundation are developing uplifting content to
help keep bartenders and drinks enthusiasts connected while social distancing. Content will include live stream video
interviews with Kaveh and Tales of the Cocktail Foundation, bartender challenges and live stream mixology classes, 360
virtual tours of the Rabbit Hole Distillery, virtual happy hours and virtual tastings with chefs. For more information, please visit
#2DreamInside.
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